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Graduate Employability
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GRADUATE EMPLOYABILITY
“Employability means that students and graduates can discern,
acquire, adapt and continually enhance the skills, understandings
and personal attributes that make them more likely to find and
create meaningful paid and unpaid work that benefits
themselves, the workforce, the community and the economy”
(Oliver, 2015)
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GRADUATE EMPLOYABILITY (CLARKE, 2017)
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Research Approach and
Design
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RESEARCH APPROACH
•

Enhancement of graduate employability in technical degree programs (informatics,
logistics, civil and mechanical engineering) of the Austrian-Czech border region
through content language integrated learning (German, Czech and/or English)

•

Identify the perceived core skills that local industries at the Austrian-Czech cross
border region require

•

Perceptions about country-specific work requirements, social capital and
professional skills

•

Importance of foreign language skills (German, Czech and/or English) in the crossboarder region
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RESEARCH DESIGN
Gender

Male
Female

7
1

Duration of the interview

Min
Max

16 minutes
37 minutes

Countries

Austria
Czech

4 people
4 people

Disciplines

Informatics
Logistics
Civil engineering
Logistics
Mechatronics

3 people
3 people
1 people *1
1 people
1 people *1

Work experience within the company

Min
Max

8 month
2 years

Higher Education Institution

Academically-oriented
Professionally-oriented

7 *2
2 *2

Total participants

8 participants

*1 one participant graduated both from civil engineering and mechatronics degree programme
*2 one participant graduated both from an academically and professionally-oriented HEI
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Empirical Findings
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Extended model of graduate employability
based on Holmes (2013) and Clarke (2017)
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EMPIRICAL FINDINGS
Austria
Professionally-oriented
education


Human
capital





Practical
knowledge and
ready-to-use skills
Implementation
competence
Experience in real
life project work
due to hands-on
training
Matching skills to
immediate task
requirement

Czech Republic

Academically-oriented
education






Academically-oriented
education

Deep theoretical knowledge / scientific mind-set
Self-organised learning and organisational skills
Quick perception of complex correlations
Logical and analytical skills
Abstract thinking
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Basic knowledge
of soft skills
Knowledge of
different methods
and models

EMPIRICAL FINDINGS
Austria
Professionally-oriented
education

Social
Capital







Czech Republic

Academically-oriented
education

Academically-oriented
education

Graduation in a technical field is the key to success in the cross-border
region
Technical degrees are perceived as a supreme discipline
Easy to find a job within this field
No need for network and gate-openers
Industry is in desperate need of engineers- therefore no perceived difference
in terms of gender, ethnicity, social class, network, university ranking/status
Except for part-time position (hard to get one in technology industry)
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EMPIRICAL FINDINGS
Austria
Professionally-oriented
education

Czech Republic
Academically-oriented
education

Academically-oriented
education

Graduate Identity

Identity
process

Professional Identity



Title of “Diplom-Ingenieur” it is seen as a German quality criterion
of high-class engineering competence



Appreciates a safety net
(mentors, structures)
Good at routine tasks and
ready to use skills
Proficient in applying
standardized schemes
has a great repertoire of
tools and process
knowledge
High service orientation
(done for you)








Take pride in being
employed at an
international company



Logical/abstract thinking and highly analytical




Sink or swim
Being capable and proud of
doing non-routine tasks
No identified need for
safety net (mentors,
structures)
Do-it-yourself attitude
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Perceived need for mentors
Earn trust to get more
responsibility
Team cohesion and crossborder teamwork are key

EMPIRICAL FINDINGS
Austria
Professionally-oriented
education


Personal
attributes





Czech Republic

Academically-oriented
education

Academically-oriented
education

Life-long learning attitude and a sound understanding of the necessity for
continuous adaptation
Development of independent working habits
Self-motivation and pro-active attributes
Enhancement of soft skills and interpersonal communication skills
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EMPIRICAL FINDINGS
Austria
Professionally-oriented
education



Foreign
language
skills



Content over from
Willingness to brush
up or deepen English
skills – on demand
Awareness of better
command of foreign
language skills

Czech Republic
Academically-oriented
education






Proficient English
skills seen as obvious
matter
sense of status
clear expectations
that Czech employees
speak German and
English

Academically-oriented
education
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Language
competences are one
of the most important
parts.
Content over form
Corporate language is
English despite some
documentation in
German
Czech language skills
are seen as a sign of
respect and
appreciation

Conclusion
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CONCLUSION
• Further perspective on the processual dimension / identity process
– Graduate identity (Austria)
– Professional identity (Czech)

• Perceived benefits of content and language integrated learning at
the tertiary level
• Foreign language proficiency may have the potential to further
improve graduate employability
• Better understanding of cross-border regions through foreign
language skills
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